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Many businesses can really benefit from having a computerized
maintenance management system, or CMMS, as it helps managers to
streamline their maintenance schedule. Retailers, manufacturers,
public services and other industries can effectively look after their
assets, distribute tasks and keep track of any maintenance costs
involved including labour and parts by installing a CMMS software
package.
The CMMS system creates a far more effective and productive record
of assets and maintenance tasks for a company as well as keeping
accurate records of work already carried out. With CMMS in place,
maintenance managers can keep track of work orders to make sure
all maintenance work is completed, which ensures work management
is productive and timely. CMMS is also very useful for maintenance
scheduling as routine or recurring tasks can be input into the system
with reminders sent to the right people at the right time. CMMS can
also help with inventory management, audits and accident or
insurance claims.
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Award Levels

Customer Success Report
Ranking Methodology
The FeaturedCustomers Customer Success ranking is based on
data from our customer reference platform, market presence,
web presence, & social presence as well as additional data
aggregated from online sources and media properties. Our
ranking engine applies an algorithm to all data collected to
calculate the final Customer Success Report rankings.
The overall Customer Success ranking is a weighted average
based on 3 parts:

MARKET LEADER
Vendor on FeaturedCustomers.com with
substantial customer base & market
share. Leaders have the highest ratio of
customer success content, content
quality score, and social media presence
relative to company size.

CONTENT SCORE
●

Total # of vendor generated customer references (case studies,
success stories, testimonials, and customer videos)

●

Customer reference rating score

●

Year-over-year change in amount of customer references on
FeaturedCustomers platform

TOP PERFORMER
Vendor on FeaturedCustomers.com with
significant market presence and

●

Total # of profile views on FeaturedCustomers platform

resources and enough customer

●

Total # of customer reference views on FeaturedCustomers

reference content to validate their vision.

platform

Top Performer's products are highly rated
by its customers but have not achieved

MARKET PRESENCE SCORE
●

Social media followers including LinkedIn, Twitter, & Facebook

●

Vendor momentum based on web traffic and search trends

●

Organic SEO key term rankings

●

Company presence including # of press mentions

the customer base and scale of a Market
Leader.

COMPANY SCORE
●

Total # of employees (based on social media and public
resources)

RISING STAR
Vendor on FeaturedCustomers.com that
does not have the market presence of

●

Year-over-year change in # of employees over past 12 months

Market Leaders or Top Performers, but

●

Glassdoor ranking

understands where the market is going

●

Venture capital raised

and has disruptive technology. Rising
Stars have been around long enough to
establish momentum and a minimum
amount of customer reference content
along with a growing social presence.
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2021 Customer Success Awards
Check out this list of the highest rated CMMS software based on the
FeaturedCustomers Customer Success Report.

* Companies listed in alphabetical order
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Featured Testimonials
ABOUT ASHCOM TECHNOLOGIES

Ashcom Technologies, Inc. has
been an industry leader in the

At first, it was hard to get some people to buy in, once they saw what
MaintiMizer could do they were completely on board. It’s a good system and a
great tool, and it gives us all the data we need to continue to be successful.
BEN STUART
ENVIRONMENTAL COMPLIANCE OFFICER AND PLANT ENGINEER, GUTCHESS LUMBER

development and installation of
state-of-the-art systems and
technology designed to help
organizations save money,
increase quality, and improve the
bottom line. MaintiMizer™,
Ashcom’s flagship computerized

As much as MaintiMizer™ has helped my department do its job better, the
benefits to our members have been even more significant. The facility is
cleaner, everything works, and the members are happy.
JERRY REED
PROPERTY MANAGER, GRAND ISLAND YMCA

maintenance management system
(CMMS), is the choice of more than
3,000 customers in a variety of
industries worldwide.

From the beginning, Ashcom has supported us. They populated the system by importing our Excel data and trained us over
the web using our own equipment so that we didn’t have to travel. They continue to support us through phone training,
and they can make the things we need happen. For example, if we want a particular report for our senior management or
need something to look a certain way, they can easily modify it for us. We appreciate that the system is flexible. It can be
customized to any industry and help you accomplish whatever goal you have.
JIM RIZZI
DIRECTOR OF FACILITIES, VACCINE & GENE THERAPY INSTITUTE OF FLORIDA

The bottom line is that MaintiMizer™ helps me maintain the campus more
smoothly than in previous years, freeing our staff to do what they do best and
providing a high-quality environment for learning.
MIKE JACKINO
FACILITIES COORDINATOR, SUNY FREDONIA
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ABOUT DPSI

We have just recently migrated to iMaint but I can tell you I really do like the
functionality it provides. [...] iMaint is a very easy system to work in and the folks at
DPSI are there to help when you stumble across something you can’t figure out.
RACHEL ANDERSON
SME MANAGER, MIXING & MOLDING, VIBRACOUSTIC

Since 1986, DPSI has provided
industry-leading computerized
maintenance management
systems (CMMS) and enterprise
asset management (EAM) software
for over 6,000 companies and

I have been using iMaint for several years I have seen it evolve into an extraordinary CMMS. The
system is easy to learn and navigate. I really could not do my job without iMaint and I
wholeheartedly recommend it for any company that has a need of a CMMS.
MARINA GARZA
MAINTENANCE PURCHASING/PROGRAM COORDINATOR, JOHN SOULES FOODS

50,000 users in over 50 countries.
DPSI offers on-premise,
cloud-hosted and mobile solutions
to help companies centralize data,
automate maintenance
management tasks and enhance
productivity. With easy-to-use
software such as iMaint and PMC,

I can say only good things about DPSI. Their staff is always professional and the Support team
has been extremely helpful on the rare occasions when they've been needed. We're running our
entire North American maintenance network on iMaint. You won't find a better, more capable
CMMS/EAM for any price.
LELAND PARKER
CMMS MANAGER, THE NATURE'S BOUNTY CO.

users can streamline work orders,
preventive maintenance,
scheduling, reporting and more.
DPSI partners with companies,
regardless of size, industry or
unique set of maintenance
challenges, to maximize ROI and
ensure long-term success.

We use iMaint to track marine maintenance for about 600 different vessels or
equipment at various sites. In addition to our vessels, we track 100% of labor
in iMaint and report on it daily.
TROY MACNEILL
DATABASE ADMINISTRATOR, COOKE AQUACULTURE
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ABOUT DUDE SOLUTIONS

Dude Solutions is a leading
software-as-a-service (SaaS)

Dude Solutions has become a part of our equation for success. [MaintenanceEdge]
has helped us better maintain our equipment by clearly demonstrating when a
change in maintenance frequency is necessary and the ability to add tasking is
immediate.
DALE STEIN
PLANT ENGINEER, PEPSI BOTTLING VENTURES

provider of operations
management solutions to
education, government,
healthcare, senior living,
manufacturing and
membership-based organizations.
For nearly two decades, Dude
Solutions has inspired clients to

The system definitely saves us time by giving customers automatic alerts on
job status and completion. We were not able to do that before and doing so
means we are offering better customer service.
MIKE GRANT
BUILDING MAINTENANCE SUPERVISOR, CITY OF SHERMAN, TX

create better work and better lives.
We combine innovative,
user-friendly technology with the
world’s smartest operations
engine, empowering operations
leaders to transform the most
important places in our lives.

With multiple facilities across three counties, we are mindful of travel time and
expense. MaintenanceEdge helps us prioritize and improve productivity.
BRAD JONES
DIRECTOR OF PROPERTY MANAGEMENT & CONSTRUCTION, CENTRAL WASHINGTON
COMPREHENSIVE MENTAL HEALTH

Today, more than 12,000
organizations use our
award-winning software to
manage maintenance, assets,
energy, IT, events and more.

The program has made my job much, much easier. Any information that’s provided to me for
planned maintenance or new purchases is sent through the program. There’s a lot to do here;
the program helps with keeping the building maintenance department organized.
TERRY GOTTSHALK
DIRECTOR OF HORTICULTURE AND FACILITIES, CLUBS AT ST. JAMES PLANTATION
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ABOUT FMX

FMX is a leading-edge provider of

All CMMS systems are going to have similar functionality - take requests,
monitor equipment, schedule preventive maintenance, etc. But FMX is by far
the easiest to use and their amazing customer support sets them above the
rest.
ERIC TURNBOW
FACILITIES MANAGER, ULTRADENT

workflow management solutions
that empower facilities managers
and building tenants to manage
resources and equipment easily
and cost effectively. Through the
use of the latest cloud-based
technology coupled with the

FMX stood above nearly a dozen other facilities and maintenance management solutions. Their
ease-of-use, application performance, and customer service were superior in every way, which
will help the Polynesian Culture Center achieve new levels of operational excellence.
DAVID LAU
CMMS SYSTEMS ADMINISTRATOR, POLYNESIAN CULTURAL CENTER

management team's extensive
knowledge of energy systems and
facilities, the company offers the
FMX™ suite of services built around
a simple calendar interface. The
FMX product line empowers users
to do their jobs more easily and
with greater control over time. The

We needed a solution that was a good balance between a maintenance database and facilities
calendaring software. FMX proved to hit the sweet spot for us, providing exactly what we
needed. It gives us a way for our pastors to easily make maintenance requests, and, at the same
time, gives the facilities management team the ability to log in and see the entire calendar.
CHRIS BARRON
FACILITIES MANAGER, FAITH BAPTIST CHURCH

reporting capability of the product
line gives everyone associated with
managing facilities greater insight
into their operations.

We have been very satisfied with this product, which we have used almost a year now. It is easy to use, high quality, and has
great customer support to help with any questions we do have. We love the ease to add modules suited to our needs. FMX
also continues to update their product regularly and make improvements. We have used a couple similar products which
do not compare with FMX. We’re excited to continue using FMX and see how they continue to adapt their product.
HANNAH GOULD
FACILITIES COORDINATING ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT, WOODSIDE BIBLE CHURCH
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ABOUT FIIX

The BSA needed a comprehensive tool to help manage expenses and
help build annual maintenance plans. Fiix does this and more.
DAVE CORNELL
PROJECT ARCHITECT, BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA

Fiix creates modern maintenance
software that’s easy to use, flexible,
and affordable. Its cloud-based
CMMS is disrupting the market by
revolutionizing how thousands of
companies worldwide schedule,
organize, and track maintenance.

To be able to look into our data instead of just keeping track of work orders is really exciting for
us. We can start seeing things we have never seen in the past, like patterns of failures. And
instead of just fixing the issues and moving on, we can now ask ‘why are those issues
happening’? To identify that is hugely important.
JOSE YORBA
US ASSET MANAGEMENT IN THE FIRE SAFETY GROUP, PERIMETER SOLUTIONS

Ease of getting up and running and using the software. Adaptability to set up and customize to
your particular business. Ease of getting up and using the software and getting out work orders.
Very reasonably priced which made it easy to sell to upper management as opposed to buying
a customized software system.
BEN RYBA
NACS INC.

I have used a number of systems in the past that had steep learning curves
with their idiosyncrasies and short cuts. Maintenance Assistant CMMS is easy
to navigate, which is good for us and good for our end users.
JUSTIN SCOTT
FACILITY MANAGER, 365 DATA CENTERS
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ABOUT HIPPO CMMS

Since implementing Hippo CMMS it has enabled us to make sure that specific equipment is
maintained on a regular basis and that we have the correct documentation in place to back this
up. It has helped us streamline our maintenance management.
JIM BENNET
LI-COR BIOSCIENCES

Hippo CMMS is a powerful,
affordable, and user-friendly
web-based maintenance
management software system.
Hippo's all-in-one CMMS platform
applies to a broad range of

The ease of use is the best thing about Hippo. Requests are easily done
and sent. Being able to prioritize and receive feedback is appreciated.
SHIRL
COMMUNITY NURSE HEALTH CENTER

industries from manufacturing to
healthcare, hospitality to
government facilities management
and more. Hippo's CMMS software
contains integrated features that
work together to provide a singular
robust solution. Its user-friendly
work order management feature

Hippo CMMS covers all the bases for a CMMS tool and does it at such a low
cost compared to enterprise solutions. Very customizable and easy to use with
a great training library.
NICK PRAFKE
IMERYS

allows users to submit work orders
through a simple request portal
quickly.

Hippo gives us the greatest use of our resources while tracking costs and
status of work. The helpful employees of Hippo made the transition to Hippo a
simple and painless process.
KENNY CRIBB
DIRECTOR OF HS&E, ROLLS-ROYCE
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ABOUT MAINTENANCE CONNECTION

With help from Maintenance Connection we can look at staff’s productivity. We can see where
the work’s being put in, whether it be a service report, a work order, a project. We are able to
look and see where we’re deficient and then learn from there whether we need extra staffing.
DEBBIE HONGELL
BIOMED SUPPORT TECHNICIAN, BAY AREA HOSPITAL

Maintenance Connection, an
Accruent company, provides
Facility Maintenance and Asset
Management Software
(Browser-Based CMMS) to
organizations worldwide. Our

We use Maintenance Connection within our daily operation of a Public Works Facility.
We use the software for maintaining all of our 30,000 assets. It is a very powerful tool
for processing work orders, as well as managing assets and inventory.
BOBBY
CH2M HILL

unique blend of technology and
personalized service is a critical
component of our client
satisfaction. Our attention to
service is evident in the people we
hire, the systems we develop and
the way we interact with our
clients. Giving back is central to our

The reporting in Maintenance Connection gives us better visibility into inventory tracking and
supplier costs, and saved us $105,000 last year through centralized vendor comparisons. By
reducing quantities on hand by 10% across the board, we’ve saved tens of thousands of dollars
in unnecessary parts spending.
DION ARCHULETA
STOREROOM & MOBILE EQUIPMENT COORDINATOR, TRINCHERO FAMILY ESTATES

mission, and we look for people
whose personal core values
resonate with ours.

We depend on Maintenance Connection across our 104 airport locations. We use the
software to maintain a variety of assets from hangars to data centers, to fuel tanks,
baggage systems, jet bridges, passenger boarding bridges and more.
ALLAN AMADOR
FACILITIES MANAGER, ALASKA AIRLINES
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ABOUT UPKEEP

UpKeep Maintenance Management

UpKeep was chosen after trying a number of CMMS systems against some basic goals. UpKeep is competent, easy to
implement, easy to use, and has the best Customer Service team. Setup and maintaining the system was intensive since we
have over 1000 assets spread out over 6 locations and 13 buildings and UpKeep is fast, easy and simple build the
database with. The template uploads helped get us going and the inline editing was a great addition.
GARY
MORRYDE INTERNATIONAL

Software is a task management
tool startup for facility
maintenance teams. UpKeep is
targeting the 9.9 million
maintenance workers in the US
alone to make their work more
productive and changing the way

UpKeep is a great service for managing work orders, tracking assets and scheduling your team’s time. The asset system is
great for tracking parts and preventative and reactive maintenance that has been performed on individual items such as
HVAC units. The ability to upload pictures and other files such as repair manuals, work orders, and assets is also a huge
plus. All around UpKeep is a great piece of software that I would recommend to anyone with a medium to large size
business or anyone managing multiple properties.
LIAM
SAN LUIS OBISPO COUNTRY CLUB

facility maintenance requests are
made and received. Their primary
focus is on making technology
easier to use for field technicians
so they can access their work on
the go.

I am able to track maintenance issues much more efficiently to ascertain if a
bigger problem may be the main issue. The accessibility on my smart device
makes this software a vital tool in daily operations.
JEREMY
VINA ROBLES AMPHITHEATRE

UpKeep has allowed us to examine the facilities management business in the aggregate, pull out trends that previously we
couldn’t see, and work smarter and faster for our clients, while also lowering their costs over the longer term. It has
fundamentally changed how the hotels, bars and other properties are being looked after. Less than a year into UpKeep's
roll out across the business, nobody could imagine ever going back to the old ways.
CULLEN WARNOCK
TECHNICAL MANAGER, FMLY
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ABOUT EMAINT

eMaint, a Fluke company, has been

eMaint is our state-of-the-practice CMMS. It allows us to track key business metrics, helps us
comply with environmental standards, and ensure work is completed on-schedule. About 100
employees interact with eMaint, and everyone in NEFCO appreciates eMaint’s ease of use and
24/7 access.
BILL HOLLMAN
CORPORATE OPERATIONS MANAGER, NEW ENGLAND FERTILIZER COMPANY

providing innovative CMMS
(Computerized Maintenance
Management Software) solutions
since 1986. eMaint was one of the
first CMMS providers to develop a
completely web-based "Software
as a Service" (SaaS) model for more
rapid implementation at a lower

I am still surprised today why all departments don’t utilize a CMMS since both the ability to
capture troubleshooting and corrective maintenance as well as automatically generate PMs is
worth the entire system. eMaint had all the features I needed yet was easy for all of my staff to
learn.
DOUG CURRY
DEPUTY AIRPORT DIRECTOR FOR FACILITIES AND MAINTENANCE, RAPID CITY REGIONAL
AIRPORT

total cost of ownership. eMaint's
growing client base consists of
over 50,000 users worldwide
across multiple sites ranging from
small & medium sized
organizations to Fortune 500
corporations, including
manufacturers, service providers,

I can be just about anywhere ̶ at home, on the road, in a hotel room ̶ and I can still have
real-time access to the mechanics of our PM system, along with consistent communication with
the maintenance team. Assigning work orders and sending instructions to technicians through
my mobile device is even quicker than calling them on the phone.
PAUL MURPHY
FACILITIES ENGINEERING MANAGER, PURE FISHING

fleet operators, energy and utility
companies, health care facilities,
universities, municipalities, and
facility and property managers,
among others.

I’m a solid believer in what eMaint has put out there. eMaint’s CMMS has
helped us improve our OSHA and lock-out, tag-out safety procedures by
enabling us to generate tasks and documentation.
TERRY GEER
PLANT ENGINEER, KLEIN PLASTICS
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ABOUT BENCHMATE

Our PM functions with very little time spent on scheduling which improves our efficiencies. The
system is easy to navigate and extremely user-friendly. We continue to be pleased with the
reliability of the system and the great response we receive from Benchmate’s customer care
group.
JOHN TRIMBLE
SITE MANAGER, PINAL CREEK GROUP

Benchmate has developed a
long-standing reputation for
delivering value-based
maintenance management tools to
meet the demands of clients in a
wide-range of industries. These
tools provide an intuitive interface
for a quick start to facilitate

The system is easy to work with and has an outstanding search capability. The equipment database houses all assets for
easy tracking and multiple sort options. All PM information is straight-forward and simple to follow without any
complexities. With Benchmate’s reporting capability, you can easily see what maintenance has been performed on plant
assets including use of spares and important cost information. I’ve used the system for years and will continue to rely on
Benchmate for my maintenance management needs.
GENE WYSS
PLANT MANAGER, FREIGHTCAR AMERICA

immediate use and ROI.
Benchmate began developing what
has resulted in a long-standing
reputation for delivering
value-based maintenance
management tools to meet the
demands of clients in a wide-range
of industries. Today, that focus
remains unchanged as companies

Securely performing and tracking maintenance and related costs at all our facilities and prisons was our ultimate goal.
We’ve achieved that with Benchmate’s Satellite PC. It gives us the flexibility we need and we’ve deployed it in separate trade
shops including: Plumbing, Electric, and Fabrication. It’s easy-to-use, our management team, maintenance staff, and
inmates now track all types of Maintenance Management tasks and data including: Preventive Maintenance, Required
Maintenance and Project tracking, as well as, Work Orders and Trouble Calls. We also use it to track costs on a variety of
community projects.
LADDIE MAY
FACILITIES SERVICES OPERATIONAL SPECIALIST 2, OREGON DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS

continue to trust and rely on
Benchmate to address and resolve
their maintenance management
challenges.

After researching several solutions, and realizing Benchmate’s ease-of-use, diversity, scalability
and cost would empower our team quickly and expand to support our global facilities.
Benchmate provides labor & workflow efficiencies throughout our company, real-time.
RIC ZIMMERMANN
FACILITIES MANAGER, SARGENT AEROSPACE & DEFENSE
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ABOUT CHAMPS SOFTWARE, INC.

CHAMPS Software, Inc. is focused

This web application allows utilities to view, trend, and compare their
historical maintenance costs and will give them insights into where and why
money is being spent on preventive or corrective maintenance activities.
JEFF GREENE
SENIOR TECHNICAL LEADER, ELECTRIC POWER RESEARCH INSTITUTE

on creating and implementing
software solutions that enable
large enterprises to optimize the
life cycles of their capital assets.
These assets include the work
force, equipment, facilities,
vehicles, tools and spare parts.

I particularly like CHAMPS because I know it can do many different aspects of a business; work
orders, purchasing, payroll, accounts payable, inventory, scheduling, lock-out tag-out, etc. If
there is one part of the system that is not adequate to your company's function, the great
employees at CHAMPS will tweak it and make it do whatever you are looking for.
MARSHA
WILLIAMS COLLEGE

Efficient acquisition, maintenance,
repairs, replacement or salvaging
of these critical assets result in
operational excellence, leading to
decreased cost and increased
profits. CHAMPS solutions are
implemented by integrating
software components developed

We can’t just run out and grab a part from a local supplier if we’re working on a job that is 100
miles away from the nearest dealer. The CHAMPS system gives us up‐to‐date inventory
balances and a valuation of our materials. This allows us to instantly know where we stand with
our spare parts and when we are nearing a re‐order point.
STEVE ULLMANN
DIRECTOR OF FACILITY SERVICES, YOSEMITE NATIONAL PARK

with web architecture. Each
component incorporates domain
expertise and business knowledge
amassed over 30 years of working
with many of the world’s largest
organizations.

As a 15 year CHAMPS user and last 4 as administrator, I find CHAMPS to be the best way to
track our maintenance issues and corrective actions. Coming from a mechanical background, I
like the fact that the database gives me the ability to track failures, enabling me to trend
machinery to prevent future failures.
KEVIN VINNING
PRODUCTION FOREMAN, W&T OFFSHORE, INC.
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ABOUT EAGLE TECHNOLOGY

I recently built a building and set up a new Facilities Department. We evaluated multiple CMMS
systems. Eagle Proteus by far had more functionality and was substantially more competitive
than the major CMMS systems. We are now in year 4 and the system has exceeded all
expectations.
JOE BLEAU
FACILITY MANAGER, NS INTERNATIONAL

Since 1986, Eagle Technology has
been a leader in the development
and sale of Computerized
Maintenance Management
Systems (CMMS) and of Enterprise
Asset Management (EAM)
solutions. To date, they have had
over 3,000 users in 34 countries,

The software is a great way to keep records. It shows you what’s been done, how much was spent, and also tracks labor
and parts. Proteus is the backbone of our department. We’re really happy with it. It has clearly played a big role in
improving productivity and helping us to take our department to a whole new level of management. Since implementing
Proteus, we can effectively plan preventative maintenance and get an overall view of each building maintenance needs. We
have been able to track and manage each transaction and the level of effort associated by the use of Proteus.
DON STENSON
FACILITY MANAGER, STEINHAFELS

and have developed partnerships
with companies like Johnson
Controls, Honeywell, Trane, and
Tridium. These partnerships have
enabled Eagle Technology to
promote, manage, and service
customers worldwide.

Proteus MMX's mobile application is multifaceted, providing technicians the ease of completing
preventative and demand work orders directly in the field as work is occurring. With the rich
voice-to-text option, the details and accuracy of the work completed have drastically improved,
providing the company with a vast wealth of information.
TOM JENKS
PARTS MANAGER, LINK SNACKS, INC.

Proteus MMX improves efficiencies and we have seen an increase in
client satisfaction.
TOM CORSO
VICE PRESIDENT OF OPERATIONS, MC REALTY GROUP
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ABOUT GRIDIUM

Gridium crafts beautiful,
easy-to-use tools for the way

Tikkit is brand new and already way better than legacy CMMS and work order systems that have been around for decades.
It is flexible and handles rich data from each ticket stream, including photos and video. Tikkit helps instrument and track
vendors, as well as service progress. It has broad system features for interaction from your smart phone. If you are looking
for better vendor and service management, I highly recommend a trial.
WAYNE WIEBE
REAL ESTATE OPERATIONS LEADER, FORMER REAL ESTATE DIRECTOR, ECHELON

buildings work now: mobile,
always-on, and data-driven.
Whether you are managing energy
use, coordinating vendors, or
communicating with tenants, your
software should make your job
simpler, not more complex.

Over my career I’ve used every work order and CMMS system under the sun. Gridium has
simplified things to their essence and the system is very easy to use, even for my roving team
whose primary device is a phone. We’re using it to help boost service levels, enhance field service
efficiency and enable tenant self service.
BILL YOUNG
DIRECTOR ENGINEERING, BASIN STREET PROPERTIES

Ensuring our buildings meet the highest of quality standards demanded by our clients takes
dedication and teamwork. Tikkit is a transparent platform for my team, our building occupant
customers, and vendors alike. It takes the mystery out of what we do, and how we do it.
FERGUS LENEHAN
SENIOR SUPERINTENDENT, QUALITY DEPARTMENT, WEBCOR BUILDERS

Maintaining equipment and our two facilities in top condition allows our nurses and doctors to
provide the care our patients need. Tikkit has fixed our maintenance communication issues,
and now I estimate our maintenance request resolution time has improved by 25%.
ROD EDWARDS
MEDARVA HEALTHCARE
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ABOUT MAPCON TECHNOLOGIES, INC.

MAPCON Technologies, Inc., a

MAPCON has revolutionized the way we look at maintenance. We’re recording
real-time information, stocking smarter, using reports to plan better and maximizing
plant uptime through the use of planned preventative maintenance.
MIKE ENSLEY
CMMS ADMINISTRATOR, DIDION MILLING

full-featured Work Order and
Preventive Maintenance Software,
has been developing
Computerized Maintenance
Management System (CMMS)
Software for facilities and other
industries since 1982. MAPCON

I have found MAPCON user friendly, easy to work with and most impressive is their staff who are always ready to assist
(thank you Brock, Ethan, and Cory). I love its ability to consolidate a number [of] processes in my organization, making it
easy for references, especially its ability to link particular costs to a work order. Helps a lot in evaluation and disposal of
equipment. And yes, it can be customized as per my organization needs to.
CHARITY KIRIGHA
KENFREIGHT EAST AFRICA LIMITED

Maintenance Management
Software products include robust
Enterprise and On-Demand (SaaS)
versions and a Windows
server-based version.

We use MAPCON because it is easy to use. It is ideal for keeping track of our equipment
maintenance and records. We use MAPCON to generate all of our work orders for maintenance
at our complex. We then can easily retrieve the data and use it for billing our various
departments. It was easy to implement. I feel its greatest advantage is that it is user friendly.
DAVID SHERK
ENGINEER/SUPERVISOR, PHYSICAL PLANT & GROUNDS, MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY

The customer support is phenomenal. When I have to call for support, the people that I speak with are always very friendly
and extremely helpful. I still have plenty to learn and look forward to learning and introducing some of the features that
our company has not yet used. The organization that MAPCON can provide to us for our equipment, inventory, and work
order management will be very beneficial to our department.
MAXINE BARCOMB
UNIVERSITY OF VERMONT HEALTH NETWORK
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ABOUT MEX

MEX is by far one of the best CMMS I’ve used so far in my career. Its functionality makes it an
easy system to implement, which in turn gives ease of use to the end user (maintenance trades).
Also, regions is a great tool to setup multiple site locations across the business, ensuring we
have a standardised asset tree and control files.
PHILIP MCARDLE
BEGA

MEX Maintenance Software is the
leading provider of Computerised
Maintenance Management
Software in Australia, providing
solutions to a large group of
industry sectors including
manufacturing plants, building
facilities, local governments, fleet

Firstly, MEX is user friendly, very easy to navigate through all the modules. [The] MEX catalogue
for spares is extremely important to us and is easy to set up and maintain. Currently
introducing barcoding to our catalogue. Customer support is clear & very helpful when
required.
DAVID WEBSTER
CCL SECURE PTY LTD

managers and maintenance
contractors. MEX specialises in
Asset Maintenance Software. Any
asset intensive company that
needs to track assets, parts, labour
and manage workload including
Preventative Maintenance (PM)

MEX will help improve your Maintenance. You are able to plan your proactive
maintenance philosophy as well as your break-in corrective work. MEX connects your
work areas such as Planning & Scheduling, Human Resources, Warehouse and
Reporting.
THYSSENKRUPP INDUSTRIAL SOLUTIONS

could use any MEX product.

MEX not only creates ease with planning Preventative Maintenance and
recording all work completed, but also allows for custom reports to be made
to give specific performance analysis of the fleet.
BRAD CARLSON
PLANT ENGINEER, KELLER
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ABOUT MANAGERPLUS

ManagerPlus has been an

After reviewing 7 other CMMS it was my conclusion that between operators and management alike this database system
was the most user friendly. It has an organized ribbon of modules and the table layout makes it easy to sort and filter by
what I wanted to see. Not to mention with Business Intelligence the dashboard gives me a snapshot of what’s most
important to me while also giving me a more customized approach to generating reports.
RICK SANCHEZ
PLANT ENGINEER, BERCEN

innovative provider of
Computerized Maintenance
Management Software (CMMS) for
clients in a range of industries
including fleet, manufacturing,
facilities, mining, agriculture, public
works, and more. ManagerPlus

This CMMS software gives us visibility to see what is going on and where we are at with
inventory management and projects. I think one of the best parts of ManagerPlus is that it
creates a better line of communication from purchasing to maintenance as far as what we have
and what we need to have in stock.
TIM LINQUIST
CS BEEF PACKERS

maintenance software is an
easy-to-use asset management
software system that helps
companies in asset intensive
industries increase their return on
investments while decreasing costs
of operation. ManagerPlus links

Easy to generate and assign work orders, track inventory, track assets
and parts consumption, keeping track of all shifts' work orders.
THOMAS G.
ROOSEVELT PAPER COMPANY

your asset management,
maintenance management,
inventory and purchasing
functions together for quick and
easy viewing and decision-making.
ManagerPlus products are
scalable, modular in design, and
boasts SaaS and mobile

We track the maintenance of hundreds of vehicles and equipment. We are able to print out information for
the owners such as frequency of services, brake work, clutch and brake adjustments, etc. We always know
the cost of parts, repairs and the maintenance schedule for each piece of equipment per division. This is
valuable information for the owners in making decisions on major repairs and replacement of equipment.
JERRY RULON
MAINTENANCE DIVISION MANAGER, TABLE ROCK ASPHALT CONSTRUCTION CO.

functionality.
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ABOUT MICROMAIN CORPORATION

MicroMain Corporation provides
award-winning maintenance and

MicroMain CMMS has helped me in making the most of the resources we have. We have 60 school sites sending in service
calls; we needed a computerized maintenance management system to help us keep track of requests, labor time and
completion. We chose MicroMain because it’s very easy to use. MicroMain XM helps me see exactly what’s going on at every
school and with each maintenance shop. The reports alone are worth their weight in gold.
DENNIS ZIEGLER
ASSISTANT DIRECTOR OF BUILDING SERVICES, SANTA ANA UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT

facility management software and
services to organizations
worldwide. Since 1991, MicroMain
has been building strong
relationships with customers in all
industries from Manufacturing,
Healthcare, Property Management,
and Hospitality to the Public

The positive impact MicroMain’s CMMS has had on our productivity and efficiency is tremendous. Our department of 10
full time maintenance workers and a student crew must help maintain eleven buildings for over 4,500 residents and 300
staff members, so ease of use is very important. Having reviewed other maintenance software programs, I found the
MicroMain products to be the most comprehensive and user-friendly products available. I highly recommend these
products to anyone looking for a dependable maintenance management software package.
JENNIFER WILMORE
UNIVERSITY OF NORTH TEXAS

Sector. MicroMain software is used
by more than 3,100 customers to
streamline maintenance at 5,000+
facilities. At MicroMain, they pride
themselves on personalized
services and the close ties they
have with customers.

After searching through many Facilities Management packages, we have come to rest with the one that suits our needs as a
University. MicroMain’s software has effectively brought us up to par with our work orders and asset management. Our
university has 63 buildings and a beautiful landscape with Pacific Ocean to the west side of the campus. All of our facilities
are maintained by your system. We appreciate the ease of use and the ability to customize your product, thank you.
JEREMY EDMISTON
POINT LOMA NAZARENE UNIVERSITY

We used to have a different Computerized Maintenance Management System which had to be
upgraded every two years at a cost of nearly $3,000 per plant for our 17 plants. With
MicroMain we receive upgrades free with our Priority Support Subscription. This has saved us
over $100,000 so far.
DERICK LEPPIN
RING CONTAINER TECHNOLOGIES
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ABOUT SERVICE WORKS GLOBAL

Service Works Global is an
international provider of

QFM was uploaded with Fat Face’s approved contractors and the software used to issue reactive and
planned maintenance work. With visibility of jobs being raised and completed, QFM enables us to reconcile
and manage expenditure and the information feeds directly into our finance system, so that we are
confident that the cost of jobs match their estimates and that committed costs are in line with budgets.
ROB MOORE
PROPERTY MANAGER, FAT FACE

comprehensive Facilities, Property
and Workplace Management
software. With a global network of
offices, Service Works Global
delivers CAFM, CMMS and MMS
solutions to over 1,000 customer
sites across the globe to manage a
broad spectrum of workplace and

QFM has enabled us to accurately forecast planned maintenance workload relating to each
centre. Through the system diary we can see at a glance which activities are coming up (either
monthly or annually) including details of health and safety schedules, contract renewal and
warranty expiry dates, as well as newly entered reactive jobs.
COLIN PILTCHER
MAINTENANCE MANAGER, TOTAL FITNESS

service environments.
QFM’s inherent flexibility means that the software can be moulded to fit the complex terms of any PPP
contract. No other system was capable of recording service requests and then fully integrating them with
specific performance parameters. QFM plays a pivotal role in incorporating the management of the
abatement risk in daily Help Desk activities at the Melbourne Convention and Exhibition Centre.
JIM HARTNETT
GENERAL MANAGER OF PLENARY CONVENTIONS, MELBOURNE CONVENTION & EXHIBITION
CENTRE

QFM is a good fit with the Link4Life business, because it supports the
scheduling of incoming and outgoing work, as well as repeat jobs, making it
ideal for maintenance management.
SAMANTHA AGNEW
PUBLIC SERVICES MANAGER, LINK4LIFE
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ABOUT EWORKORDERS

eWorkOrders is an easy to use,

The perfect affordable, reliable, secure and easy-to-use CMMS. Managing the facilities for the US Senate Sergeant at Arms
across a large complex requires a lot of time and organization. Above all, it has to be affordable, increase efficiency, reduce
costs and be completely secure. Implementing eWorkOrders streamlined processes, improved inspections, provided us with
daily reports on how our operations were performing. Overall we are extremely satisfied with eWorkOrders and I would
highly recommend them to anyone looking for a web-based CMMS.
PAM
US SENATE SERGEANT AT ARMS

affordable and powerful,
web-based CMMS (Computerized
Maintenance Management System)
solution that helps organizations
easily manage & report on daily
operations and plan for future
requirements. Manage Work
Orders, PMs Assets, Inventory,

The use of the eWorkOrders platform has facilitated the management and streamlining of our operations and
maintenance workflow. System features, coupled with the responsiveness of the eWorkOrders technical team to custom
solutions, have enabled our company to increase productivity and efficiency, integrate data with other systems, improve
facility maintenance communication, streamline our business processes, and to perform continuous process improvement
benchmarking through KPI analysis.
CARMEL WIETECHA
CMMS/FIELD SERVICES SPECIALIST, NATURAL SYSTEMS UTILITIES

Employees, Documentation, Meter
Readings, GIS Tracking, Scheduling
& Service Requests. No software to
install, no hardware to purchase,
access eWorOrders anytime,
anywhere. Upgrades & technical
support are included. Be up and

I have been using the software and services of Information Professionals since 1997. During that time they have provided a
stream of continous innovation in plant management. The preventive maintenance module helps to keep the central utility
plant operating at peak efficiency with minimal equipment down time. Reports let us know what work needs to be done
and how our workers spend their time. eWorkOrders has been a tremendous help to our organization and I highly
recommend it.
ROBERT WHITELEY
SANOFI

running in a day! Find out why we
are consistently one of the
highest-rated! Request a Live
Demo Now! Visit us on our
website:
http://www.eworkorders.com

eWorkOrders has been a great tool for us to begin to get a handle on our work orders - no special software
is required, which our IT dept loves. Our customer communication has improved greatly. The ease of use
has helped us with the transition from paper work orders to electronic. The reports help us to track our
progress in many areas and we are better able to provide updates to management.
ANDREA SMITH
ASST. DIRECTOR, PARK OPERATIONS, DETROIT ZOOLOGICAL SOCIETY
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ABOUT 24/7 SOFTWARE

ISS 24/7 is always responsive to the needs of our building on a daily and ongoing basis. We use IMS, texting and CMMS
programs to track the many activities that happen in our building which creates a history and accountability for our staff.
These programs have helped us eliminate many activities that previously fell through the cracks in paper filing. ISS 24/7 is
always looking to improve technology and how they could make my job easier. Great partnership.
PATTY FLAHERTY
FORMER MANAGER, OPERATIONS & SPECIAL PROJECTS, FLORIDA PANTHERS

24/7 Software is a leading provider
of operations management
software solutions for operations
centers including, commercial and
residential properties, corporate,
sports, and public entertainment
venues. 24/7 Software provides
real-time communications

ISS 24/7 is a great company and program for stadium operations. We currently use the Incident Management System, Text
System, and the Maintenance System. These 3 modules have helped us in litigation issues, increased efficiency in stadium
reports, and provided another avenue to communicate to our guests. They also have a great customer service team who is
willing to help at any time. I would definitely recommend ISS 24/7 to venues who are looking to track all venue incidents
and history. We continue to choose ISS 24/7 not only because of the great modules they provide but because of the service
they provide their clients. They are willing to work with each request or problem a client has.
JAIME PENA
GUEST SERVICES MANAGER, BBVA COMPASS STADIUM

technology to promote security,
increase efficiency and
effectiveness of operations, and
enhance customer experience.
24/7 Software offers software
solutions for communication,
reporting, maintenance
management, security, tracking,

The team at 24/7 Software are so friendly and open to new ideas. They always take their users
feedback to improve systems for everyone. They truly are a pleasure to work with. A company
that can turn a problem into a ‘click, click BOOM’ solution is irreplaceable. Great work 24/7
Software!
SARAH TARBETT
GUEST SERVICES MANAGER, JACKSONVILLE JAGUARS

inspections & credentialing, and
lost & found.
The Tigers are utilizing the CMMS, IMS, and Lost & Found at this time. 24/7 Software provides a way for us to track
everything that goes on in the building, from work requests to major security incidents to a lost cell phone. The 24/7
Software system has helped to streamline our operation. Everyone in our operation is able to easily view and communicate
requests via the system. The 24/7 Software system will help to get away from the piles and piles of paperwork. I would
absolutely recommend 24/7 Software to any organization to help streamline their operation and keep them organized.
HEATHER ENNIS
PARK OPERATIONS COORDINATOR, DETROIT TIGERS
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ABOUT IDHAMMAR SYSTEMS

We chose Idhammar MMS as it offered the complete package which could take care of all
aspects of fleet and asset management, as well as being a powerful tool to manage resources
and scheduling with the ability to produce business reports to track trends and enforce decision
making.
ESAD SKRIJELJ
TECHNICAL DIRECTOR, OHLSSONS AB

Idhammar Systems develops,
delivers and supports market
leading products that help
customers achieve the ideal
balance of productivity, efficiency
and economy required for lean
manufacturing and maintenance.
Their products have been

Idhammar Systems’ support procedures ensure that improvement adjustments and upgrades
made to Idhammar MMS are effectively integrated and reliably supported post implementation.
Assuring users are entirely satisfied with the system means that it is utilised to the company’s
best advantage.
PER-OLOF HELLSTRÖM
SYSTEMS MANAGER, OVAKO STEEL

developed by drawing on a wealth
of first-hand industry experience
and an innate understanding of
the crucial importance of
budgetary transparency and
stringent tracking. Their
Maintenance Management System
[MMS] and Overall Equipment

We chose a dedicated CMMS because it is specifically designed to support the
maintenance team and provides the functionality and analysis capability we
need to improve plant maintenance.
GRAEME MACFARLANE
CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT DIRECTOR, HALEWOOD INTERNATIONAL

Effectiveness [OEE] software has
been implemented in blue-chip
companies of varying size and
scale, from food to
pharmaceuticals and transport to
power and energy.

Using OEE as part of our Operational Excellence Programme is far more than a theoretical exercise. The
intelligent functionality of the OEE system highlights losses, drives our improvement agenda and leads to
improved effectiveness, a better working environment and savings to the bottom line. Our minimum
improvement last year was 14% and our best was 47%, so the system paid for itself in a couple of months.
STUART DRYSDALE
MANUFACTURING DIRECTOR, AUNT BESSIE
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ABOUT LIMBLE CMMS

Limble CMMS was created to

I have tried and tested at least 5 different CMMS systems before trying Limble, and I must say I
haven't come across something as intuitive yet powerful as Limble CMMS. There are [3] features
that will make me recommend this to anyone: the robustness of the system, and ease of use,
and the customer service.
MOHAMMAD HASSAAN AKRAM
FACTORY & MAINTENANCE MANAGER, UNILEVER

become the first truly easy-to-use,
modern, and mobile CMMS that
can be started in minutes with a
return on investment within a
matter of weeks. Maintenance
professionals across a variety of
industries have a very real
challenge: outdated,

This CMMS checks many boxes for what we were looking for. Flexible. Mobile
App for in the field use. Cost Effective. Reporting. Great Dashboard. Great
Support. Cloud Based. Cost Effective.
ROGER BECK
GLOBAL FACILITY MANAGER, INTERCONTINENTAL HOTELS GROUP (IHG)

difficult-to-use, and expensive
maintenance software.

The thing that I loved the most right from the start was the ease of use of the Limble
software. The customization options available when setting up PM's are great. I love
the flexibility it gives to tailor the PM to exactly what your needs are.
RICHARD DUNAWAY
MAINTENANCE MANAGER, NEWMAN GASKET

Limble is very easy to get involved in and no contracts, with simple monthly billing. I have auditioned other
CMMS companies and they make it too difficult to try out. Limble's strategy is very simple - here is our
software, you can customize it in most categories and let us know if you have any questions. As a multiple
building County Facilities Director, I highly recommend trying it!
MICHAEL BOURSIER
MAINTENANCE DIRECTOR, COMAL COUNTY
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ABOUT MPULSE SOFTWARE

MPulse improves our accountability because work orders are much easier to track. Also, since
we work 24/7, I don’t see everyone I work with. MPulse creates a pass-down of information, so
people know what has happened and what needs to happen when they come on shift.
JEFF KILLCOYNE
FACILITIES TECHNICIAN, FORTRUST DATA CENTER

MPulse Software is a provider of
maintenance management
software developed by experts in
maintenance, repair, and
operations (MRO) and facility
management. MPulse's world-class
solutions provide reliable

The Work Order tool is tops!! It's going to solve most, if not all, of our
reporting issues.
IT MANAGER
TRW AUTOMOTIVE

scheduling, tracking, and reporting
tools for equipment and facilities
maintenance organizations. In
business for nearly two decades,
MPulse serves more than 2,500
customers around the world and

The features and price made MPulse the right choice and the service
has been excellent.
JOHN SMITH
MAINTENANCE SUPERVISOR, PENN STATE UNIVERSITY

maintains sales offices in Colorado,
Delaware, Oregon, and
Pennsylvania as well as India,
Indonesia, and Malaysia.

You can tailor the program to fit the needs of your particular facility.
The performance of the software overall is very good.
MAINTENANCE MANAGER
REED COLLEGE
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ABOUT MVP PLANT

MVP Plant is a computerized

MVP Plant CMMS software is great and user-friendly. It makes data transfer
easy, provides insightful information, and saves our company a lot of time
and money.
ANDREW STEP
MAINTENANCE MANAGER, CIBERIA INTERNATIONAL

maintenance management system
(CMMS software), also known as an
enterprise asset management
(EAM) system or a facilities asset
management system (FAMS).
Maintenance and facilities
managers use the information in a

[MVP Plant] is great for tracking KPIs, downtime, and parts. It’s also great for
scheduling, PMs, analyzing data, creating asset and parts lists, and attaching
manuals, pictures, and so on.
KRASIMIR NIKOLOV
MAINTENANCE PLANNER, KERRY INGREDIENTS & FLAVOURS

CMMS / EAM / FAMS to increase
reliability and save time and
money. Customers are extremely
satisfied with MVP Plant because it
is more powerful and easier to use
than any other program available
today.

We chose MVP Plant because it incorporates all of Maintenance’s needs into one package.
Preventive maintenance (PM) programs, employee history, operation costs, downtime/efficiency
reports, parts inventories and much more can all be tracked with a single software program at
a single facility or at the corporate/enterprise level.
NATHAN COTTRELL
ENGINEER, ALPHA BAKING COMPANY

The MVP Plant program has tremendously helped us organize and maintain our facility in a
more efficient way. Thanks to MVP Plant, we are able to manage multiple units such as
accounting, asset management, inventory, staff management, purchasing and work orders all
at once. Moreover, the tech support staff is approachable and professional when assisting us.
HENRY LOPEZ
PROJECT DIRECTOR, SOUTHWEST WATER COMPANY
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ABOUT MAINTENANCE CARE

Maintenance Care isn’t just a

Having used various CMMS systems throughout my years of Facility Management, I have found MaintenanceCare to be
packed with everything you need but still simple enough to be used in everyday life. Even my workers that are less
"computer savvy" we are able to enter requests, close requests and make assignments. I've rolled out Maintenance Care to
[this school] and they were impressed by the simple interface and ease of use.
SHAYNE HALE
BUILDING CONSULTANT, SHAYNE HALE CONSULTING LLC

company, and their Computerized
Maintenance Management
Software (CMMS) isn’t just a
product; it’s a part of your daily life.
Their web-hosted facility
maintenance software improves
your maintenance ROI through
work order management,

Maintenance Care's CMMS is certainly one of the better ones out there. It shows me exactly what
my team is up to and provides all of us accountability. Maybe my personal favourite feature is
the automated alerts to vendors and my internal staff. It saves us a lot of time and money and
we never forget to reorder supplies anymore.
WALTER OBERMAN
DIRECTOR OF PLANT OPERATIONS, METHODIST HOME NURSING AND REHABILITATION

preventative maintenance
scheduling, asset tracking, capital
planning, and more – all with an
easy-to-use, mobile-friendly
interface.

This program allows all users to quickly alert me when something needs attention. I receive an
email and able to record the action & give notes about why and if additional service is needed. I
really don't have any cons about this program. The free version works well for my needs and all
users are able to access this program.
ADAM MEESEY
TECHNOLOGY COORDINATOR, HOLY INFANT SCHOOL

Maintenance Care has been a great product for our business. It has simplified our preventative
maintenance program and gives staff quick access to reporting maintenance concerns. We also
use their asset tool and this has allowed us to track all our assets in one easy to use system. We
would recommend Maintenance Care to anyone.
SCOTT WALSH
ADMINISTRATOR, WILDWOOD CARE CENTRE
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ABOUT Q WARE

One of my first initiatives as the new Director of Facilities was to implement a
computerized maintenance system. My staff and I found Q Ware to be an easy to
understand and user-friendly system that is affordable. It helps us do our jobs better.
MICHAEL D DOMBROWSKI
DIRECTOR OF FACILITIES, TLC HEALTH NETWORK

Q Ware cloud-based facility
management software makes
maintenance simple for small to
medium-sized organizations that
currently use paper-only or
inefficient legacy systems to

Q Ware is much easier to use than our previous CMMS. Any staff member who
has an email can login to Q Ware and request a work order.
JEFF ROSS
DIRECTOR OF FACILITIES, EPISCOPAL SENIORLIFE COMMUNITIES

manage their maintenance needs.
Capture and streamline your
maintenance operations, workflow,
and knowledge base with software
that is actually easy to use. They
are "Maintenance Software Made
Simple." What makes Q Ware great
is its ease of use, outstanding

Q Ware is extremely user friendly. It’s easy to use and train new users. The Q
Ware staff is great to work with, and they really listen to their customer’s needs
and comments. I would highly recommend this product to anyone.
DENISE WISELY
OFFICE MANAGER, LIVERPOOL CENTRAL SCHOOL DISTRICT

setup and support, and its no cost
customization that can adapt to
the needs of different maintenance
departments. There are various
other computerized maintenance
management systems available
that many facility managers, I.T.
managers, and business managers

I have worked with another work order processing tool; Q Ware is far superior. That comes from
Q Ware’s commitment to its customers; they are willing to listen to their customers for product
enhancements. I have been totally pleased with Q Ware as a partner in our service to our
students and community.
BRUCE AMEY
SUPERINTENDENT, AVON CENTRAL SCHOOL DISTRICT

find too complicated or too costly
for their organizations. Q Ware was
developed specifically for
organizations that need to upgrade
from paper, excel, or in-house
systems and need easy …
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ABOUT SSG INSIGHT

SSG Insight is a leading global

With Agility we’ve been able to capture key information which has forced us to review our maintenance
management best practise across our sites. We’ve also been able to identify some inconsistencies in how we
manage our maintenance and rectify these. Agility has given us great control of our helpdesk requests and
subsequent work and also enabled us to ensure our compliance across all sites.
STEPHEN BENHAM
OPERATIONS MANAGER, CIRCLE HEALTHCARE

software and services company,
SSG Insight provides technology
and expertise to empower ‘smart
action’ in organizations – enabling
better business decision-making.
From raising purchase and work
orders to managing and tracking

Agility is easy to set up and use straight out of the box with limited training
required. The standard range of functionality and mobile enabled app makes
it a must in any fast moving maintenance environment.
VITAFOAM

your team, they provide the tools
to empower smart action across a
range of industries. Their vision is
to be recognized as a global leader
in smart workplace management
solutions, to deliver maximum
value to their clients and enable
strategic insight.

Agility’s allowed us much more flexibility, reduced our paperwork and made allocating
jobs to our engineers much more efficient. Being able to track the history of assets
accurately is crucial to our business and the safety of the team on site.
PAUL RAYMOND
ASSET COORDINATOR, BAE SYSTEMS

The system’s made our work a lot easier. The fact that staff can log issues through the
intranet and that gets fed into the programme alongside our existing schedules helps
to make sure that jobs don’t get missed off or wrongly prioritised.
PHIL MISFUD
MAINTENANCE CREW, BAE SYSTEMS
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ABOUT VALUEKEEP

I recommend Valuekeep's software to any company that needs a flexible and highly
configurable maintenance management solution to control their assets and spare parts in the
warehouse, schedule work orders and to access the full maintenance history.
ERNESTO ROMAN
MAINTENANCE MANAGER, CAFOSA

Valuekeep is a CMMS software
provider that will help you manage
and organize your company’s
assets efficiently. They count with a
team of highly skilled professionals
that have a large experience in
developing CMMS solutions over
the years. They are truly

We needed real-time information on maintenance costs, and in this area, Valuekeep is a huge
help because it allows you to quickly know which occurrences are associated with each
equipment and its maintenance and profitability costs. With this data, we have made solid
decisions on the investment or removal of equipment, in line with the strategy of the group.
ANTÓNIO FELIZ
CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTOR, O FELIZ

passionate about maintenance,
and they work hard every day to
ensure that you have access to the
best-in-class CMMS software that
fits yours and your company’s
needs and expectations.

With Valuekeep, the information is centralized in a single platform where all the requests for
new interventions are made and managed. This simplifies the access to data and analysis, the
monitoring of interventions and the effective control of the company’s global activity.
PAULO GODINHO
ADMINISTRATOR, TERMOGOD

Valuekeep allows us to manage our restaurants and warehouses in a very easy and simple way. Our suppliers are
automatically notified by e-mail when an incident is registered and when they must perform preventive maintenance work.
In addition, our team received Valuekeep CMMS very well due to its efficiency in creating incidents that appear in the
restaurants. All of this speeds up the communication between restaurants and the maintenance department.
STEFANI GONZÁLEZ BELLO
GOIKO GRILL
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